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About This Game

Vroom, vroom, charge up your batteries — it's time to play with an radio control toys.

Tricky Trail RC - this arcade racing on the micro RC vehicle with logic elements.
Each vehicle toy has its own ability. One powerful and strong and can push objects, the other small and can travel in tight

spaces. The third is able to travel and to charge other cars. Using the ability of each machine in the level, you will need to reach
the finish line.

Drive up and down cubes, blocks, or panels. Arm yourself with patience and mastery so you won't fly off. Go around obstacles
slowly, steer the car carefully. You got stuck between big blocks or drove off the road? No problem! Simply press the "Return"

button, and do that again! Collect stars in difficult spots, be resourceful and patient so you can collect them all.

Features
- 7 (Seven) a micro RC vehicle in toy land.

- Each machine is unique and has its own function.
- 20 thought-provoking puzzles in scene, each unique from the rest, all requiring an innovative solution.

- realistic car handling.
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Publisher:
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Micro Trial RC, is about as useful as a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665flavoured lollipop, but I have to say at the end
of the day; this game is a pure and downright pleasure to quit.

10\/10 music.. Review will update as the game is updated. Still going to review it as a finished game.

Good concept, poor execution sofar. Vehicles bounce around like trampolines. Tires don't give traction, they push you away
from the object you are trying to climb. Tires "fall" between objects that are too close together to fit a tire through. +more
annoying stuff.

And the vehicles move too slow. I understand it's about trials and not about racing, but it would be fun to open the throttle on
practice mode at least.

The 'fun::frustration coefficient' is to strongly biased on the frustration side. This game could be LOADS of fun, if\/when they
fix it.
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